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To protect your wooden deck, shed, fence or furniture, 
there’s nothing tougher than Wood•Shield Best Stain 
from Beauti-Tone. Made in Canada, long-lasting 
Wood•Shield Best Stain is your best defence for anything 
our Canadian climate throws at us.

Exclusively at Home Hardware and Building Centre locations.
beauti-tone.ca
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2445 Agricola Street, Halifax, NS
(902) 407-7772    agricola@amoswood.ca

944 Hwy 325, Blockhouse, NS
(902) 624-8206    blockhouse@amoswood.ca

AmosWood.ca

AMOS WOODAMOS WOOD
design | millwork | furniture

W O O D
Just  So Satisf yingul

Additions. . .  R enovations?
Styles Change, Tastes Change, People Change.

Whatever the motivation, it is inevitably a rewarding experience when we assist clients who are 
exploring changes to their homes or work spaces. Interior or Exterior... wood’s naturally inspiring 

palette of colours, textures, and shapes offers almost limitless options and opportunities.

Flooring
Hardwood or softwood, light or dark, 
wide or narrow, mixing sizes or mixing 
species. Let’s find what says... you!

Counters & Vanity Tops
Kitchen, bath, bar, or any other 
horizontal surface that you wish to 
create. Many options to consider 
including our popular “Live Edge”.

Stairs
We can help you step boldly by making 
the conventional… unconventional. 
You pick the wood!

Wall & Ceiling Coverings
Wood’s diversity allows you to create a 
wide range of environments. From 
warm and cozy to classic to 
contemporary architectural.

Dining & Kitchen Tables
Tables are an important focal point and 
can exude all manner of personalities. 
Visit our website for inspiration!

Exterior Siding
From traditional clapboard siding to 
beveled, shiplap, and classic board 
and batten. Various profiling options.

Unique Accents
We invite you to visit our showroom to 
have a conversation about the 
conversation piece that would be ideal 
for your home or office.

Doors
Functional
Traditional
Contempory
or Funky

Enter ours
and together
we’ll find yours...
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M other’s Pizza is one of my favourite Halifax 
restaurants, so I was thrilled when food writer 
Valerie Mansour told me that owner Tyson 
Wachter wanted to share his recipes with us.

The fresh ingredients that Wachter uses are a big part 
of what makes his food so delicious. Whenever possible 
he buys directly from the producers, as close to the city as 
he can find. 

Newell’s Jewels Edibles in Centreville, Nova Scotia 
supplies foraged mushrooms and greens to the 
restaurant in summer. While we were shooting the 
photos for the story on page 44, Peasant’s Pantry from 
New Ross, N.S. delivered a bag of sausages. “That’s the 
owner’s mother,” Tyson told me as she walked back out 
to her car.  

“It’s really nice to be able to develop personal and 
professional relationships while building the local food 
community,” he says. 

Buying local food is a simple way to ensure you’re 
getting the freshest ingredients, but buying whatever you 
can locally is key to supporting the economy that has the 
greatest effect on your day-to-day life. 

Summer means farmers’ markets across Atlantic Canada are bursting with small producers selling 
their wares. It’s the perfect time to enjoy the weather and try something new, and meet the farmers, 
bakers, and producers behind your food. 

We’re lucky to have so many local food producers, tradespeople, and artisans on the East Coast.  
We’re excited to introduce some of them to you in this issue. 

You’ll meet a wild food forager from St. John’s, Newfoundland, and a custom nook builder from 
Stratford, P.E.I. On the back page you’ll discover a ceramicist inspired by the Saint John River, and on  
page 58 you’ll meet an entrepreneur who wants to revitalise Yarmouth, N.S., one heritage building  
at a time.

****

I’m proud to share with you that East Coast Living took home two Atlantic Journalism awards on May 7. 
Our Winter 2015 cover, photographed by Ashley Erb, won the gold Atlantic Magazine: Best Cover award, 
and our Fall 2015 cover, photographed by Bruce Murray/VisionFire, won the silver award in the same 
category. Congratulations to everyone on our team!

As always, please share with me your tips on interesting homes and the designers, artisans, and 
tradespeople who inspire you. Please send your feedback and suggestions to khartmacneill@metroguide.ca.

Kim Hart Macneill
khartmacneill@metroguide.ca
Twitter: EastCoastLiving
Facebook: East Coast Living Magazine

CORRECTION: Due to a fact-checking error, Carter Jeffrey’s designation was misstated in a previous 
version of the story “Walden Cabin Revisited.” He is a senior draftsman. East Coast Living regrets the error.
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998 Parkland
Drive

BRIDGEWATER
Bridgewater Plaza

902.527.2212

DARTMOUTH
Woodlawn Plaza
902.434.7220

GREENWOOD
Walmart Plaza

902.765.0600

NEW GLASGOW
980 East River Road

902.752.1234

TRURO
46 Inglis Place
902.843.3273

www.atlanticfabrics.com

HALIFAX
998 Parkland Drive

902.407.5414



thermador.ca

Wildwood Cabinets
400 Collishaw St.

Moncton, NB
(506) 858-9219

info@wildwoodindustries.com 

Creative Appliance Gallery
560 Windmill Rd. – Suite 202

Dartmouth, NS
(902) 481-3313

info@creativeappliance.ca

Dave’s Appliance
1 Sandy Point Rd.

Saint John, NB
(506) 634-1888

davesappliance@nb.aibn.com

Davidson Food Equipment
116 Smythe St.
Fredericton, NB
(506) 450-4994

ross@davidsonfoodequipment.com 

Feron Kitchen Inc
110 Chain Lake Dr., Unit 31

Halifax, NS
(902) 450-5144 • 1-800-565-4044

dferon@feronkitchens.com

MacArthur Appliances Inc
96 Mount Edward Rd.

Charlottetown, PEI
(902) 368-2200

macarthur@macarthurapp.pe.ca

IT DOESN’T JUST 
LOOK BEAUTIFUL
ONE-TWO-FREE® 
IS ON NOW
With Thermador’s One-Two-Free® offer, you can get appliances that include 
innovations like the Star® Burner, which distributes heat more evenly and looks good 
doing it. Thermador has always made appliances that are as beautiful as they are 
practical. Real innovations for real cooks – that’s what we’ve been about for 100 
years. And it’s what we are going to continue to be about for another 100 years. 
Find a dealer at Thermador.ca
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OFF SELECT APPLIANCE PACKAGES

$8,237*
GET UP TO
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File Name:  BSH-6017-4C-1-E-SP_Rev
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Final Size: 100% Trim: 8.375” x 10.875” Bleed: 8.875" x 11.375" Safety: 
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* Promotion valid only on select Thermador models. To be eligible for the free appliances offered in this promotion, all other appliance must be purchased at their regular price, in one order, and at the same time. Products must be purchased 
and delivered during the promotion period of May 1, 2016 through December 31, 2016. No substitutions will be allowed. Please see sales associate for complete details. © 2016 BSH Home Appliance Corporation, all rights reserved.



Get inspired with fabulous 
decorating, renovation and 
entertaining ideas…with a 
unique Atlantic Canadian twist. 
Save 25% off the newsstand price.

Subscribe online
www.eastcoastliving.ca/subscribe

FOLLOW US

East Coast Living is a 
Metro Guide publication.

Treat yourself to East Coast Living for just
$14.99 + HST a year! (4 issues per year.)

CONNECT with East Coast 
Living wherever you are

For exclusive updates, 
follow us on Twitter 
(@EastCoastLiving)

Become a fan of the magazine 
on Facebook
(East Coast Living Magazine)

Check out our page on Pinterest:
pinterest.com/eastcoastliving
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CURRENTS

currents
Inspiration and trends from the design world

BY: EMMA SMITH

Cottage chicStylish cottages are hot this 

season. Many getaway owners are 

combining the sleek and the rustic 

to create a polished but laid-back 

look. One option is paring textured 

items like raw or reclaimed wood 

with clean white walls. 
Wall paint in Wenge and Winds 

Breath by Benjamin Moore.  

www.benjaminmoore.com
Underwater metals Metalsmith Wesley Harris transformed a 

sterling silver sheet into this bowl using 

a process called raising. The hammered 

texture creates an underwater feel, complete 

with a family of dolphins. 

Dolphin bowl.  www.wesleyharris.ca

A toast to summer
Mother-daughter duo Daphne Large and Suzanne 

Scott operate the island’s longest running pottery 

shop, located in New London, Prince Edward 

Island. These hand-thrown wine cups are baked in 

a 2,000-degree kiln, but they’re perfect vessels for a 

cool beverage on a summer day. 

Cranberry sienna wine cups. 

www.villagepottery.ca 

Rustic meets  
modernSalvaged wood from a 60-year-old barn in 

southern New Brunswick gets new life with this 

original design by Suzanne (Hickey) Anderson 

and Steve Anderson of Halifax-based relove. 

Reclaimed cedar wood coffee table.  

www.relovehalifax.com

Illuminated elegance Newfoundland ceramic artist 

Wendy Shirran draws on her travels 

to create practical artistic pieces 

inspired by architecture, flora, 

fauna, and folklore. Her one-of-a-

kind clay lights were recently on 

display at St. John’s Craft Council 

Gallery.Veiled ladies hanging light. 

www.wendyshirranceramicart.

wordpress.com

Sit in style The Stella chair is part of Attica’s Vintage 

Made Modern collection. The inspiration 

for the frames comes from American and 

European styles that were popular from 

the 1940s through the 1960s.

attica.ca

Blue hues New Brunswick fiber artist Nancy Estle uses traditional techniques to create 

contemporary abstract images. Her work reflects her time split between  

St. Andrews, New Brunswick and Grand Manan Island, N.B. 

Tangles Upon Blues. www.windwardartgallery.com

Sailor’s delight
An ancient sailors rhyme inspired this encaustic, 

meaning painted with a mixture of pigment 

and beeswax, and mixed-media painting by 

Charlottetown, P.E.I. artist Monica Lacey. It’s 

printed on a birch panel. 

Red Sky at Night. www.monicalacey.com

Barn raiserIllustrator Kat Frick Miller has an affinity 

for old barns, and luckily Lunenburg 

County is chock full of them. In 2013, 

she spent 90 days photographing a 

different barn every day.
Barns of Nova Scotia tea towel. 

www.katfrickmiller.com
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East Coast Living is a  
Metro Guide publication.

On our cover:
The Henry-Ferguson family’s light-filled dining 

room features a mix of antique wooden 
furniture and salvaged, reupholstered pieces 
amid a screened-in porch. Read more about 

this space on page 36.

Photography by Stephen Harris

PRODUCED BY  
METRO GUIDE PUBLISHING

For editorial and  
advertising inquiries:

2882 Gottingen Street
Halifax, Nova Scotia B3K 3E2
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www.eastcoastliving.ca

To subscribe, contact Bonnie Marchand at 
bmarchand@metroguide.ca or 

902-420-9943 
or subscribe online: www.eastcoastliving.ca
Canada: one year (four issues), $14.99+HST; 

U.S.A.: one year, $14.99 US.

No part of this publication may be reproduced  
without written consent of the publisher.

While every effort has been made to ensure  accuracy,  
the publisher cannot be held responsible 

for any errors or omissions that may occur.

Return undeliverable addresses to
Metro Guide Publishing at the address above.
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by T H O R N B L O O M

A summer state-of-mind is waiting for you at hammock. 
Drop by and find cottage-inspired decor, comfy slipcovered 
sofas and chairs, bedding... and a design consultant to help

pull it all together! You’ll also get $200 dollars off 
your sofa purchase until June30/16. 

Because we’re that relaxed.

 902.832.1824    Sunnyside Mall Bedford @hammockns

Slip into something 
 a little more slipcovered.

Get inspired with fabulous 
decorating, renovation and 
entertaining ideas…with a 
unique Atlantic Canadian twist. 
Save 25% off the newsstand price.

Subscribe online
www.eastcoastliving.ca/subscribe

FOLLOW US

East Coast Living is a 
Metro Guide publication.

Treat yourself to East Coast Living for just
$14.99 + HST a year! (4 issues per year.)

CONNECT with East Coast 
Living wherever you are

For exclusive updates, 
follow us on Twitter 
(@EastCoastLiving)

Become a fan of the magazine 
on Facebook
(East Coast Living Magazine)

Check out our page on Pinterest:
pinterest.com/eastcoastliving



Don’t miss your chance to live in one of the last 

master planned waterfront communities on the 

Halifax Harbour. 

Our new model suite is ready to view and pre-sales 

are available now. Visit our presentation centre 

while there’s still time to customize your suite.

50 Marketplace Drive, Dartmouth. 

Next to the Dartmouth Yacht Club.

WATERFRONT
CONDO LIVING

seapointcondos.com
902.450.5752 
supercityrealty.com
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Photography for 
“New Newfoundland 
cuisine” 
Ken Holden 
is a freelance 
photographer 
and proud 
Newfoundlander. His 
past work has focused 

on the vibrant live-music scene of downtown  
St. John’s and on portraiture. 

“Raise a glass”  
Craig Pinhey is the 
only person to judge 
Canada’s national 
wine and beer 
competitions. He 
has written a drinks 
column for over 20 
years, including 15 
for the Telegraph 
Journal.  He lives with his family in Rothesay, 
New Brunswick.

Photography for 
“Winds of Change” 
Aaron McKenzie
Fraser is an editorial 
and commercial 
photographer with 
a solid portfolio 
of national and 
international magazine 
and advertising 
clients. He lives in a 

170-year-old fishing house in Ketch Harbour, 
N.S. www.amfraser.com

Photography for “A 
family affair” 
Based in 
Charlottetown, 
photographer 
Stephen Harris 
produces work for 
various ad campaigns 
and publications 
worldwide.  
www.studio-28.ca

“Winds of Change” 
Through part-time  
studies at NSCAD 
University, Marilyn 
Smulders has discovered 
a love of screen printing 
textiles and started a 
sideline called Ellemeno. 
She lives in Bedford, N.S. 
with her husband and 
three kids. 

“Chalk it up to great 
décor”   
Heather Fegan is a 
freelance writer, book 
reviewer, and  
blogger based in 
Halifax, Nova Scotia. 
heatherfegan.com

“Good things in small 
packages” 
Carol Matthews has 
been gardening for over 
40 years and writing 
about it for more than 
half that time. Her 
work has appeared in 
magazines, newspapers, 
online, and on the radio.

“Hard-working nooks 
and crannies” 
Heather Laura 
Clarke is a Truro-
based journalist and 
columnist whose 
work appears 
in newspapers, 
magazines, and 

websites across Canada, including the 
Huffington Post, New Homes & Renovations, 
and the Chronicle Herald. @HFXHeather 

“A family affair” 
Cassandra 
Bernard is a P.E.I.-
based writer who 
contributes to  
G! Magazine and 
works at the 
Legislative Assembly 
of P.E.I. She holds a bachelor of arts in print 
journalism from U.P.E.I. @cassandraheaven 

“Pie under the open 
sky” 
Valerie Mansour 
is a Halifax-based 
writer/editor who 
has worked on food 
television series and 
documentaries. She 
also reviews cookbooks 

and for several years reviewed local restaurants. 
@ValerieMansour

“New Newfoundland 
cuisine”  
Emily Deming is 
a freelance writer 
based in St. John’s, 
Newfoundland. With a 
background in science, 
she now writes about 
travel, food, cocktails, 
and culture. Her work 
appears regularly in The Overcast.

Meet our contributors

Don’t miss your chance to live in one of the last 

master planned waterfront communities on the 

Halifax Harbour. 

Our new model suite is ready to view and pre-sales 

are available now. Visit our presentation centre 

while there’s still time to customize your suite.

50 Marketplace Drive, Dartmouth. 

Next to the Dartmouth Yacht Club.

WATERFRONT
CONDO LIVING

seapointcondos.com
902.450.5752 
supercityrealty.com
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currents
Inspiration and trends from the design world

BY: EMMA SMITH

Underwater 
metals 
Metalsmith Wesley Harris transformed a 
sterling silver sheet into this bowl using 
a process called raising. The hammered 
texture creates an underwater feel, complete 
with a family of dolphins. 
Dolphin bowl.  
www.wesleyharris.ca

A toast to summer
Mother-daughter duo Daphne Large and Suzanne 
Scott operate the island’s longest running pottery 
shop, located in New London, Prince Edward 
Island. These hand-thrown wine cups are baked in 
a 2,000-degree kiln, but they’re perfect vessels for a 
cool beverage on a summer day. 
Cranberry sienna wine cups. 
www.villagepottery.ca 

Sit in style 
The Stella chair is part of Attica’s Vintage 
Made Modern collection. The inspiration 
for the frames comes from American and 
European styles that were popular from 
the 1940s through the 1960s.
attica.ca

Blue hues 
New Brunswick fiber artist Nancy Estle uses traditional techniques to create 
contemporary abstract images. Her work reflects her time split between  
St. Andrews, New Brunswick and Grand Manan Island, N.B. 
Tangles Upon Blues. www.windwardartgallery.com
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Cottage chic
Stylish cottages are hot this 
season. Many getaway owners are 
combining the sleek and the rustic 
to create a polished but laid-back 
look. One option is pairing textured 
items like raw or reclaimed wood 
with clean white walls. 
Wall paint in Wenge and Winds 
Breath by Benjamin Moore.  
www.benjaminmoore.com

Rustic meets  
modern
Salvaged wood from a 60-year-old barn in 
southern New Brunswick gets new life with this 
original design by Suzanne (Hickey) Anderson 
and Steve Anderson of Halifax-based relove. 
Reclaimed cedar wood coffee table.  
www.relovehalifax.com

Illuminated 
elegance 
Newfoundland ceramic artist 
Wendy Shirran draws on her travels 
to create practical artistic pieces 
inspired by architecture, flora, 
fauna, and folklore. Her one-of-a-
kind clay lights were recently on 
display at St. John’s Craft Council 
Gallery.
Veiled ladies hanging light. 
www.wendyshirranceramicart.
wordpress.com

Sailor’s delight
An ancient sailor’s rhyme inspired this encaustic 
(meaning painted with a mixture of pigment 
and beeswax), and mixed-media painting by 
Charlottetown, P.E.I. artist Monica Lacey. It’s 
printed on a birch panel. 
Red Sky at Night. www.monicalacey.com

Barn raiser
Illustrator Kat Frick Miller has an affinity 
for old barns, and luckily Lunenburg 
County is chock full of them. In 2013, 
she spent 90 days photographing a 
different barn every day.
Barns of Nova Scotia tea towel. 
www.katfrickmiller.com
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Online
now at www.eastcoastliving.ca

• Search for recipes, browse galleries of 
exclusive pictures from our photo shoots, 
read about upcoming stories, plus much 
more.

• Discover local designers, read up on décor 
trends and learn about new products for 
the home on our blog.  

FOLLOW US
CONNECT with East Coast Living wherever you are

For exclusive updates, follow us on Twitter: @EastCoastLiving

Become a fan of the magazine on  Facebook: East Coast Living 
Magazine

Check out our page on Pinterest: pinterest.com/eastcoastliving

WIN!

Congratulations to Mr. and Mrs. B. Constable of Fredericton, N.B., and Paul Scott of 
Halifax, N.S., who won five gallons of Beauti-Tone paint. 

Enter online at www.eastcoastliving.ca
Contest closes Sept. 7, 2016.

On our Spring 2016 cover story
The most extraordinary thing happened to me 
today. My dear friend Lillian Majaess-Barnes 
gave me a copy of East Coast Living. As I 
glanced at the cover I recognized something 
long forgotten but familiar—a painting of 
mine (Window Over Prospect) that I donated 
to an AIDS fundraiser in Halifax in 1995. 

I never had any communication from the 
organizers so I never knew what happened 
to my painting—until today! There it was, on 
the cover and in the magazine spread, in this 
beautiful condo.

I am grateful my painting ended up loved and 
cared for. Life is amazing.

Coleen Davidson
Amherst, N.S.

Your notes
On “Accessible by design”
Just wanted to let you know that I enjoyed this 
article so much. 

We renovated our home in 1999, putting in 
an elevator from the garage to upstairs for my 
husband. We’d like to move into an apartment, 
but it is almost impossible to meet a contractor 
who’ll reply to a request to retrofit an apartment 
unit.

I know that accessible means different things to 
different people but if a cruise ship can figure it 
out why can’t other builders?    

Bea Bardsley
Halifax, N.S.

ENTER OUR SUMMER CONTEST FOR A CHANCE TO WIN 
an ergonomically designed Adirondack chair from Hammock 
by Thornblooms. It is manufactured in Canada from recycled 
plastic for both a superior fit and finish. This chair is textured 

to look like wood grain and is guaranteed to maintain its 
beautiful colour for years.

WIN TWO ROUNDS OF GOLF
Enter to win two 18-hole rounds of golf from 
the Chester Golf Club. This Russell Breeden-
designed course originally opened in 1971 and 
is known to many as a hidden gem. Surrounded 
by forest and abundant wildlife, this rural course 
offers a challenging but fun round of golf.   
Enter online at eastcoastliving.ca.

Contest closes 
July 15, 2016.

with East Coast Living 
and Hammock by 

Thornblooms
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BY: HEATHER FEGAN

PHOTOS BY: MÉLANIE PAULIN

Chalk it up 

When Sally LeBlanc’s bed and breakfast 
suffered a bad flood last winter, she 
took the opportunity to complement 
the substantial renovations by 

refreshing old furniture. Using decorative paint, 
“the old becomes new again,” says LeBlanc, 
who operates the Gabrièle Inn in Shediac, New 
Brunswick.

LeBlanc used chalk-style paint on tables, chairs, 
and nightstands. “I have a lot of antiques in my 
house and am starting to get sick of that,” says 
LeBlanc. “I wanted to refurbish some pieces.” 

She hunts for gems at yard and liquidation 
sales, refinishes pieces, and finds them a new 
home. She says, “Either I bring them to the B&B, to 
our cottage, house, my porch…” 

LeBlanc loves the ease of working with this 
user-friendly paint known for its high matte 
finish. “No sanding, no priming, no mess,” she 
says. “It’s quick. You can easily do a piece in a 
morning, or a morning for one coat and a second 
in the afternoon. It’s very easy to do a project in a 
weekend. I find it very relaxing.” 

Chalk Paint decorative paint by Annie Sloan 
is one of the most popular decorative paints on 
the market. “The main draw is that it’s a water-
based, non-toxic paint with organic pigments,” 
says Sandra MacKenzie, owner of Rusty Hinges, a 
Halifax antique and vintage shop that carries the 
well-known brand.  

Milk paints and other products are similar. 
“They often start with a latex base,” says 
MacKenzie. “It’s chalk-like paint, meaning it has 
that matte finish. But there’s a huge difference 
because latex can chip and peel.” 

Because chalk-style paint is water-based it 
adheres to just about every surface without 
sanding, stripping, or priming. “You can paint 

for great décor

This decorative trend is 
poised to last another 
year and it’s not just for 
distressed furniture

LEFT: This lampshade, base, and record 
cabinet were all painted with Chalk Paint 
by Annie Sloan and sealed with Clear 
Soft Wax and a bit of Dark Soft Wax.

TOP: This painted floor features a base 
coat of Pure White, washed with Paris 
Grey, sealed with Annie Sloan water-
based lacquer.
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anything,” says MacKenzie. “Metal 
lamps, candlesticks, picture frames. If 
you name it, you can paint it.” It’s also 
an inexpensive way to give a facelift to 
oak, particleboard, and MDF kitchen 
cabinets. 

“A big misconception is that it’s 
for retro furniture or you can only 
get that rustic look,” says MacKenzie. 
“You don’t have to distress something, 
that’s just one technique. You can 
take kitchen cupboards that are mid-
century modern style à la Mad Men 
and make them look like glass. A 
beat-up weathered finish is not what 
the paint does. It’s just one technique.” 

Most decorative and chalk-style 
paints dry to the touch in about 20 
minutes. Projects take one to three 
coats, depending on the look you 
want. 

Next apply a soft clear or dark wax 
finish with a brush or cloth, and buff 
off the excess. The paint is matte and 
very porous, so combined with the 
wax it offers a durable finish with a 
warm and earthy feel. The dark wax is 
great for pieces with more character. 
Use lacquer, not wax, for added 
strength to finish surfaces that will 
see a lot of wear, like stairs and floors. 
Outdoor projects don’t require wax 
at all.  

Mélanie Paulin, owner of Carte 
Blanche Upcycled Furniture & 
Accessories in Moncton, N.B., likes 
a mid-century modern style with a 
clean line and a smooth finish. 

LEFT: Mélanie Paulin used découpage glue to apply laser printed images to 
this dresser painted with chalk-style paint. Applying the images face down 
allowed her to use water to rub off the backing paper to leave the image on 
the paint.  

BELOW RIGHT: A dresser transformed into a succulent garden. This outdoor 
project required no wax as the sun bakes the paint to durable finish.

BELOW LEFT: Mix colours to find your favourite combination. 

BOTTOM: This piece features Annie Sloan Antibes Green lightened to mint 
by mixing in Old White. Use two coats painted with a slightly damp natural 
bristle brush to obtain a nice even finish, then sealed with Clear Soft Wax.
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“You can easily distress something,” Paulin says. 
“The most basic finish is to sand the paint back to 
reveal wood or another colour underneath.” 

You can also mix colour washes. Paulin painted 
a hutch in her store with a taupe/grey base coat 
and a second wash of a charcoal/black. For the 
wash, dilute the paint with equal parts water, 
brush it on and once dry, wipe it off to leave just 
a hint of the colour. “It’s one of the most popular 
finishes, and it’s easy,” she says. She painted her 
living room floors white with a grey wash to 
create a driftwood effect.  

“There are so many surfaces you can paint 
on,” says Paulin. One of her customers painted 
a vintage metal fridge turquoise, and another 
painted and stenciled her vinyl bathroom floor 
using a mauve/grey base coat and stenciled a lacy, 
scalloped design on top in white. 

Paulin owns a big Victorian sofa with a heavy 
brocade fabric that she painted with a custom-
created purple colour, thinning the paint with 
water to help the fabric absorb it. She’s even 
painted a pair of leather boots. 

Both Carte Blanche and Rusty Hinges offer 
regular workshops on the various techniques. 
“You become addicted and literally want to paint 
everything that you see,” says LeBlanc, who 
participated in a recent Carte Blanche workshop. 
“It’s dangerous.”  o

This sofa features a custom colour mix of Napoleonic Blue and 
Emperor’s Silk by Annie Sloan. Mélanie Paulin misted the fabric with 

water before painting to thin down the paint and improve absorption. 
Once dry, she sealed the fabric with Clear Soft Wax, giving it a nice 

leather feel and making it easy to clean. 
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TWO-COLOUR DISTRESS 

1. Apply a thick coat of paint every which way. When 
you sand back you don’t want to expose the wood 
underneath. Make it “unevenly even” with brush 
marks in every direction. 

2. Allow 20 minutes to dry. Apply a second coat of a 
different colour. 

3. Once dry, rub 220-grit sandpaper along the areas you 
want to distress. The first thick layer of paint protects 
wood underneath. Alternatively use only one colour 
and sand back to let the original wood show through.

4. Apply soft wax and use a lint-free cloth to remove 
excess. 

MODERN FINISH

1. Dilute paint with 10 per cent water.
2. Apply three coats of paint using a flat brush with a 

feathered side. This will show fewer start and stop 
marks.

3. Apply wax, and rub off excess. 
4. Sand back with wet sandpaper to smooth the finish, 

if you wish to remove brush strokes. Wield the 
sandpaper like you’re rubbing lotion on a baby. Start 
small, you can go back and sand more if desired. 

RUSTIC FINISH 

1. Use a thick paint, and even let it sit open overnight to 
thicken. 

2. Apply a textured coat using a dry brush. Stipple the 
paint with the brush to create ridges and bumps.

3. Use a hair dryer to create crevices and cracks in the 
paint. 

4. Once dry, apply a layer of clear wax followed by a 
layer of dark wax and buff. Excess wax remaining in 
the cracks and ridges will add to the weathered look.
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Rusty Hinges staffer 
Samantha Sabean shares  
her tips to achieve the  
perfect finish

TOP: Carte Blanche in Moncton stocks a  
wide array of Annie Sloan Chalk Paint  
colours and accessories. 

BELOW: Annie Sloan headquarters painted these mid-
century modern chairs with Chalk Paint. The paint acts as 
a dye on the fabric so no wax was needed. 
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The winds
of change

BY: MARILYN SMULDERS

PHOTOS BY: AARON McKENZIE FRASER
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A YARMOUTH 
NATIVE 
RETURNS TO 
BUILD HER 
DREAM HOME 
IN AN UNLIKELY 
LOCALE

OPPOSITE PAGE: Mandy Rennehan 
converted an abandoned windmill into 
her Yarmouth County home. Her father, 

Gary, bushwhacked the property and 
repaired the stone wall that encloses the 

property, which was solid and almost 
perfectly intact. 

ABOVE: A great room was built onto the 
original structure. For such a large room, 

the massive beach stone fireplace and 
U-shaped leather sectional make it cozy. 

Rennehan and her partner Ashlee Wilson 
commissioned the paintings on either 

side of the hearth from an artist in Spain  
who picked up on their nicknames  

Bear and Kitty. Rennehan’s grandfather 
made the model ship.  

W
hen Mandy Rennehan was a child, the school bus that carried her and her siblings from 
her home in Cheggogin, Yarmouth County to school in Port Maitland, Nova Scotia, drove 
past a windmill high atop a hill. Built circa-1950, the structure was soon abandoned; it 
wasn’t safe to run the blades because the location was too windy. And so, the windmill 
with the unlikely problem of having too much wind fell into disrepair. 

Rennehan’s fascination was less about the solid, old-world construction of the 
abandoned windmill and its unusual heptagon shape. For her the thrill was being a child exploring a forbidden 
space. And the view: a 360-degree vista that encompasses farmers’ fields, the historic Churchill mansion, 
Darlings Lake, and the Bay of Fundy. 

Today, that’s the view she wakes up to in her bedroom on the top floor of the tower mill. Rennehan, who left 
Yarmouth at the age of 18, vowed she’d own that windmill one day. She bought it 12 years ago, along with an 
old house, horse barn, and surrounding acreage. 

“People around here always said this property was one of the most beautiful but as a kid it really was about 
getting in and having a look around,” says Rennehan, 40, with a hearty laugh. “When I step over the threshold, I 
feel like a kid again, back to when we would sneak onto the property and tiptoe up the stairs.” 

A born entrepreneur and self-taught in business, teenage Rennehan collected bait and sold it to her father’s 
lobster boat captain. By the age of 19, she was in business for herself in Halifax; at 23 she was ready for a bigger 

SIGHTLINES
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move and set off for Toronto to see what she could build for herself there. She 
built Freshco. 

Based in Oakville, Ontario, with branches in Yarmouth and Rhode Island, 
Freshco is a retail construction company that outfits and maintains stores 
across North America for chains including Apple, Nike, Gap, and Lululemon.

Yarmouth has always lured Rennehan back. Purchasing and renovating 
the windmill allowed her to return and stay in her own place, whether for 
a few days or for weeks and months at a stretch. Shared with her partner 
Ashlee Wilson, a nutritionist and personal trainer, it’s a place to rest and 
recharge and keep an eye on Freshco’s Yarmouth operations and her new 
venture, RennDuPrat.

Restoring the windmill was a challenge, even for someone as skilled as 
Rennehan. For one thing, she says it was “full of seagull shit.” The first step 
involved covering the windows with chicken wire to keep the birds out, and 
allowing the original oak timbers to thoroughly dry. The process took years. 

Renovating the windmill and constructing the adjoining garage and great 
room began in 2014 and took only eight months. The original structure is 
three storeys tall and Rennehan’s team preserved as many of the interior 
mechanisms as possible. 

The kitchen is on the first floor, a spa-like bathroom with a copper soaker 
tub on the second floor, and the home’s only bedroom is at the top. (While 
she loves company, she doesn’t want them to stay overnight.)

ABOVE: Always fascinated with wood, Rennehan uses several different 
kinds in the kitchen, from the painted wood of the cabinetry, to pine 
planks on the floor, and weathered barn boards on the wall. A porthole 
window over the sink adds a nautical touch.
 
RIGHT: Rennehan designed the kitchen cabinets, and in looking for 
someone to build them locally, met Dustin DuPrat, now her partner in the 
firm RennDuPrat.
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TOP LEFT: The masons who built the fireplace gathered the stones 
from a nearby beach. The driftwood mantle came from Port Maitland 
Beach. 

TOP RIGHT: Acadian woodcarver Jamie Thibault made the cherry 
wood newel posts at the bottom of the stairway from wood discovered 
on the property. 

BOTTOM LEFT: A bait bag is used to collect wine corks—a testament 
to three years of good times and great company.

BOTTOM RIGHT: The original windmill is three storeys tall; the 
stairway between floors has a rustic look, with barn board walls and 
iron brackets for the hand rail. 

SIGHTLINES
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From the kitchen, the space opens up to the great room—and for once the 
adjective isn’t an exaggeration. At 30-by-60 feet, it’s spacious and beautiful, 
open to the ceiling with exposed Nova Scotia-milled Douglas fir post and 
beam construction. A massive beach stone fireplace anchors the room. 
Rennehan hauled the driftwood used in the mantle off nearby Port Maitland 
Beach. Two sets of garden doors, framed by theatrical wine-colored velvet 
curtains, open onto the deck.

A massive U-shaped sectional sofa in soft yellow cowhide sits in front of 
the fireplace “like a hug,” says Rennehan. She designed it and had it built 
specially for the space. It fits a dozen people, maybe more, comfortably. A 
lobster bait bag that was repurposed to collect wine corks attests to the 
success of her laid-back entertaining style. The side tables add to the nautical 
theme as they too come from the local wharfs. They’re made from rope 
spools and fit perfectly in the rustic, relaxed space. 

Of all of the projects Rennehan tackled in her 20-year career, she says this 
was the most fun. “The biggest challenge was figuring out how to make it 
functional and airtight,” she says. “The wind is pretty powerful.” 

Her other challenges were finding local tradespeople and artisans to work 
with and sourcing Nova Scotia materials. Her brash, plain spoken approach 
was so refreshing that Dustin DuPrat recalls vividly his first meeting with her. 

From Vermont and educated in interior design by way of Montreal, he 
moved to Yarmouth five years ago with his Nova Scotian bride, Kelly. He was 
working with a local cabinet company when Rennehan walked in the door 
looking for someone to design and build kitchen cabinetry. 

“She explained what she wanted to do and everyone thought she was a 
bit crazy,” says DuPrat. “But for me, it was great to finally work with someone 
who shared my taste and ideas.”

DuPrat came onboard the project, creating built-ins in the great room 
and cabinetry in the kitchen. While working together, DuPrat and Rennehan 
decided to forge a partnership and created RennDuPrat, a Yarmouth-based 
design fabrication company. 
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OPPOSITE PAGE: A luxurious bathroom, complete with a 
deep copper tub and two matching sinks from Native Trails 

in California, is on the second floor of the windmill.

THIS PAGE: The original iron structure of the windmill is on 
view in the bedroom, which is on the third floor.

SIGHTLINES
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The company’s first project was the Style Merchant, a development 
that included the restoration of historic buildings on Hawthorne Street 
for use as a day spa, hair salon, and clothing store. Now RennDuPrat and 
Freshco are collaborating on the facelift of a row of derelict merchant shops 
on Main Street, the restoration of a sea captain’s Victorian house, and the 
redevelopment of Yarmouth’s 19th-century granite jail. 

Rennehan’s intention with the windmill is bigger than creating a weekend 
retreat. She’s a huge proponent of the untapped potential of the millennial 
generation who want to foster an entrepreneurial spirit and pride in 
workmanship in others. She wants to reach people from rural areas, like her, 
who seek reasons to stay and build their livelihoods in the Maritimes. 

399.99

169.99

269.99

New Brunswick’s largest modern furniture and lighting source.

Our selection, quality and price make it worth the visit.

Maritime Wide Delivery.

700 St. George Blvd., Moncton NB
1-506-389-1898  |  www.terraverdehome.ca

TOP: The bedroom offers incredible views in all directions, taking in Darling 
Lake and the Bay of Fundy.
 
BELOW: The opening in the wall over the copper tub looks down onto the 
great room below.
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There’s a spacious bathroom on the bottom floor of the windmill that 
features a vanity made from an antique dresser. Tiles that look like wood 
planks line the walls of the large shower. 
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SIGHTLINES

“If you’ve got a work ethic and want to learn 
a trade, I think the Maritimes, small towns like 
Yarmouth, are where you should be,” she says. “I 
feel like what I’m doing is restoring pride in the 
town.” She also wants to encourage people from 
Ontario, who drive for hours for a cottage property, 
to consider vacation properties in Nova Scotia. 

She laughs to think of how far she’s come from 
the 18-year-old who was asked to take over a floor-

refinishing project at a Halifax mansion when the 
rest of the crew was too hungover to show up for 
work. A quick learner who was able to recognize 
an opportunity when it knocked, she set to work 
refinishing 5,000-square-feet of Brazilian cherry 
floors. 

Twenty years on, she’s got a film crew trailing 
her for a reality TV show, trying to keep up with 
her.   o

The converted windmill and additions 
(the two-bay garage and great room) 
resemble a fortress. 
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GARDENING

good things
in small packages

BY: CAROL MATTHEWS
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Container gardening allows the green  
thumbed-set to plant everywhere

The size of your garden doesn’t matter 
when it comes to container planting. 
Containers works in large yards and 
on small balconies. 

Regardless of your ground soil quality, you 
can create exactly the type of soil you need 
for a particular plant in a pot. Containers 
offer a choice of heights, which is beneficial 
for both ease of gardening and interesting 
design, allowing you to move the plants from 
place to place as needed for colour or season. 
Here are the four basic components of 
beautiful and healthy container gardens.

CONTAINERS
Unlike in-ground planting, choosing the 
container for your plants is as fun as choosing 
the plants. You can use anything with an 
opening: children’s outgrown rubber boots, 
chipped teapots, and pots and boxes specially 
designed for the purpose. 

Colour and design are part of the fun of 
container gardening. Simply decide which you 
want to be the star of the show: the container 
or the plant it holds. If the plant is colourful 
and showy, use a plain container. If you have a 
whimsical container you might want to use a 
single plant colour or herb.

Your container choice can make your garden 
maintenance easier. A porous container (such 
as clay, unglazed terra-cotta, or rattan) will dry 

out quickly and require watering at least once a 
day, perhaps more. Non-porous vessels (including 
plastic, stone, and metal) require drainage holes 
in the bottom, and can overheat in the sun, which 
can damage plant roots. 

Size is important. Small pots are easier to 
handle, but large containers keep the soil moist 
longer, so think about what will make gardening 
easier for you. If you prefer smaller containers 
you can use similar types clustered together so 
that they are easy to water. Hanging baskets are 
particularly susceptible to drying out, so choose 
the largest you can find, at least 35 centimetres in 
diameter.

SOIL
Soil is so much easier to deal with in containers. 
Simply purchase good, lightweight potting soil 
from your nursery. Many of these are considered 
“soilless mixes” which means they do not contain 
any regular garden soil, but are made up of peat 
moss, perlite or vermiculite, dolomitic limestone, 
and fertilizer. You can also mix your own if you 
need large amounts. 

This style of garden allows you to customize 
your soil to your plants’ needs. Are they heavy 
feeders? Add more fertilizer. Do they prefer acidic 
soil? Add less limestone. Check the labels and ask 
nursery staff to help you find soil your plants will 
thrive in.  

FERTILIZER
Container plants require attention to fertilizing 
because their only source of nutrients is what 
they find in their pots. While you may start with a 
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GARDENING

MIX YOUR OWN 
POTTING SOIL
Mixing your own potting soil is 
a simple way to know that your 
plants are getting the nutrients 
they need to thrive. 

1 bushel (35 litres) peat moss 
1 bushel (35 litres) perlite or 
vermiculite
1/2 lb (228 g) dolomitic 
limestone
1 lb (450 g) 5-10-5 fertilizer 
1 1/2 oz (43 g) super  
phosphate

full, lush, and colourful planter, without fertilizer it will begin to deteriorate in 
approximately three to four weeks.

There are two ways to keep your container plants looking their best: slow 
release fertilizer or weekly liquid fertilizing. If you purchase a pre-planted 
container be sure to ask if the soil contains slow-release fertilizer, and how 
long it will last. 

If you plant your own container, mix slow release granules into the soil. 
It doesn’t hurt to add weekly liquid fertilizer from late July until the season 
is done. The plants will use up the nutrients, and regular watering will wash 
some of this fertilizer out the container’s drain holes.

Remember, plants absorb nutrients through their leaf pores. You can 
sometimes see a residue on the leaves of plants you’ve purchased. Foliar 
fertilizing, watering the leaves with a water/fertilizer mix, supplies nutrients 
to the plants immediately. This is especially effective with vegetables.

PLANTS
Unless your container features one special plant, you will need what the trade 
calls thrillers, fillers, and spillers to make a beautiful show. These are planted 
in groups of one, three, five, or more plants, depending on your container size. 

One or three thriller plants that yell “Look at me,” with their colour or 
shape, three or five filler plants to add fullness and colour balance (something 
more neutral than the thrillers), and three or five plants that spill over the 
container sides to create a lush, finished look.

This is the chance to feature plants you love, either for their foliage or their 
blossoms. You can plant everything from tiny annuals to trees in containers, 
and bring them inside during the winter. Perennials are newly popular 
container plants. You can remove them from their summer homes, and plant 
them in the ground in the autumn to re-grow the next year.

Fill each container with plants that require the same type of watering, 
fertilizing, and sun or shade. A shade plant next to a plant that requires full 
sun will only result in one dying.

Whenever your planter starts to look a little straggly, usually around mid-
July, trim back the fillers and spillers. Within two weeks you should see a real 
flush of growth and flowering, so plan your house parties accordingly.  o
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Creative storage 
solutions put your 
home’s smallest spaces 
to work keeping you 
organized

BY: HEATHER LAURA CLARKE

PHOTOS BY: STEPHEN HARRIS

Hard-working 

nooks 
     and crannies
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IN DEPTH

Evan Collins sees a big difference in what Atlantic 
Canadians want in today’s new home. Size, once 
king, now matters less than how easily the home can 
creatively incorporate nooks and crannies to keep a family 

organized.
“Ten years ago, people would come in and say ‘My budget’s 

$350,000. How big of a house can you build us?’ But now they say 
‘How much can you get into this space?’” says Collins, general 
manager of Skymark Homes, a residential building company in 
Bedford, Nova Scotia. “People are moving more towards smaller, 
more energy-efficient homes with well-thought-out floor plans.”

Pinterest is bursting with ideas for utilizing the often-wasted 
space under a stairwell, but how functional is a triangular closet, 
really? Collins says homeowners who start with a solid plan 
can make better use of the space than those who try to do it 
themselves based on a picture alone. He suggests adding custom 
drawers or separate cabinets, or even turning that under-stair 
space into an extension of the room. 

“We’ve had homeowners put a small desk or bench and a light 
under the stairs and it becomes a computer area or a reading 
nook, rather than just a place to store the water softener or the 
Christmas tree,” he says. 

The father of three says mudrooms exploded in popularity 
over the last few years as parents look for ways to tame the 
endless clutter of shoes, backpacks, sporting goods, and 
outerwear.

“We’re creating mudrooms with a built-in locker for each 
member of the family to store their stuff,” says Collins. “Usually 
there will be multiple shelves with baskets for out-of-season 
gear. They’re trendy but they’re also very functional.”

The kitchen is where all of a home’s clutter collects, so 
that’s the focus for many families looking to build a new home. 
Skymark’s customers often want shelves or appliance garages 
to keep their microwave up off the kitchen counter. But Collins 
says one of the best ways to maximize space is incorporating a 
supersized island. 

“People are putting their dishwasher and cutlery drawers 
on one side, but these new islands are so big that you can 

incorporate hidden doors on the back, where you’d sit on a stool, 
to store kids’ craft supplies. It would normally be empty space 
inside the island,” says Collins. “We’re also building recycling 
centres with different bins for garbage, paper, and recyclables all 
in the island. Everyone is looking for simple ways to keep their 
kitchen clean.

Charging stations or drop zones can help organize the tangle 
of devices that need to be juiced up at the end of the day, and 
Collins says there are new countertops with built-in chargers 
that power up a smartphone, tablet, or laptop without any 
cords at all. Sockets tucked into vanity drawers in the bathroom 
are the perfect spot to plug in curling irons, hair dryers, and 
straighteners, plus eliminate the risk of running a cord past the 
sink. 

Collins cautions that the time to discuss these creative 
hidey-holes with your builder is early on in the planning stages, 
preferably with photos of exactly what you envision.

“Once the house is built and you’re trying to incorporate 
storage, it’s more difficult and more expensive,” says Collins. “It’s 
better to have these discussions with your builder up front.”

Over in St. John’s, Newfoundland, Ian Sullivan says many 
homeowners request decorative nooks and crannies that are as 
eye-catching as they are useful. 

“We find a lot of homeowners want to incorporate their 
entertainment centre into their fireplace, with spot for the TV 
and bookshelves and lights,” says Sullivan, general manager of 
New Victorian Homes. “It looks very ‘finished’ because it’s a part 
of the house and the attention to detail is perfect.”

He’s currently building a temperature-controlled wine cellar 
with two big glass doors, rounded walls, and a tasting area with 
a little sink. “Features like this make a house look more upscale 

Features like this make a house look more 
upscale and can also help you sell it. They’re 
what people are looking for today.

OPPOSITE PAGE: This Charlottetown home features what 
homeowner Rachel Kelly calls the wibrary, a combination 
reading nook, bookshelf, and wine rack. Her husband’s 
company, Craftsman Construction, built it. 

RIGHT: Baskets and boxes on shelves make it simple to 
stow away photos, mementos, and other small objects 
neatly. Ph
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and can also help you sell the house,” he says. 
“They’re what people are looking for in today’s 
market.” 

Custom pantries are huge, Sullivan says. 
Kitchen cabinets can be angled on the ends 
to incorporate small shelving for dishes or 
accessories, and many homeowners add pull-outs 
to keep appliances like toasters and coffee makers 
“accessible but easily hidden.” Because the kitchen 
team installs everything, it’s fabricated to fit neatly 
into the existing space. 

Families with pets like to add small tiled 
showers in the garage to use as a “pet wash,” and 
tech-driven millennials want built-in USB outlets 
in kitchens, family rooms, and bedrooms. Laundry 
chutes are popular. He often places a master 
bedroom directly above a closet with a washer 
and dryer to make it easy to get dirty clothes 
where they need to go.

Some custom nooks are even incorporated 
into a home’s foundation. Sullivan says many 
Newfoundland families are requesting cold 
storage rooms below their porches. Since they’re 
already pouring concrete for the porch, it becomes 
the roof and they add a bit more below to create 
the walls, and then cut an opening for a steel door.

“They access the room from the basement and 
it’s a great spot for storing vegetables or beer,” says 
Sullivan. “It’s almost like a bomb shelter—you 
could even use it for that, I suppose.” 

Back on Prince Edward Island, Craftsman 
Construction co-owner Cory Jay says many 
homeowners eschew traditional kitchen tables 
and chairs for banquette seating. 

“It’s essentially built-in furniture and it tends 
to be more timeless in design,” says Jay. “You can 
get exactly what you want, and that’s hard to do 
when you’re walking around a furniture store.”

Craftsman Construction transformed what was once a 
little closet next to the kitchen into a stylish wine cellar 
that houses bottles of wine and glassware, and features a 
chalkboard wall for notes. 
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Jay recently finished a home with a built-in coffee station, and says many 
of his clients are requesting decorative nooks for storing and displaying 
bottles of wine. He recently completed an elaborate bookcase/wine storage 
system.

“It’s in a cathedral area with sloped ceilings and we put a sliding ladder on 
a barn door track for accessing the upper shelves,” says Jay. “Now that people 
are picking up ideas they see online, we’re trying a lot of new projects.”

Jay says built-ins are often more durable than store-bought furniture.
“Furniture today is not what it was 20 or 30 years ago. There’s a ton of 

imported pieces made with lower-grade wood from another climate so it can 
shrink, warp, swell, and crack,” says Jay. “We can build a product on-site with 
stable materials that are going to last and add value to the house.”  o

10 nooks and crannies to consider
• Banquette seating
• Fireplaces with built-in storage
• Drawers with hidden outlets
• Built-in entertainment centres and bookcases
• Pull-outs and drawers under the stairs
• Trash and recycling bins concealed in cabinets
• Playhouses under the stairs
• Laundry chutes
• Pet beds built under the stairs
• Built-in desks

IN DEPTH

Built-in shelves save space when it comes to this Charlottetown bathroom. 
Craftsman Construction built the towel shelf next to the shower above, 
and the master vanity mirrors slide to the side to reveal built-in medicine 
cabinets.
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BY: CASSANDRA BERNARD

PHOTOS BY: STEPHEN HARRIS

AFFAIR

Renovations and additions 
helped this growing family keep 
their Souris summer home

A family
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RENOVATION

The Henry children relax with friends in the upstairs  
rec-room, which is attached to the children’s bedroom.  

On any given night there might be eight visitors  
sleeping over. 
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When Jennifer Ferguson and Paul 
Henry started renting a cottage on 
Prince Edward Island in the 1980s, 
they knew that the province would 

become their second home. 
After graduating from Mount Allison 

University, in Sackville, New Brunswick in 1985, 
the couple attended football reunions with 
friends in Red Point, P.E.I. The area was popular 
with tourists, and the pressure was on to find a 
summer home on the Island.

 The Ontario couple had five young children 
who loved spending summers in the Souris area. 
They enjoyed renting summer homes on the 
ocean, in wooded areas, where walking down 
to the beach was a breeze. “We’ve always really 
enjoyed being down here,” Ferguson says. “The 
community as a whole is just so generous of 
heart.” 

They finally found a house on Cranberry Lane. 
Magdeline and Daniel Grady built the tiny house, 
which was originally located on the Baltic Road. 
The original building was moved about seven 
kilometres on skids in the winter of 1965. 

Ferguson and Henry began thinking about 
renovations after about three years in the house 
because there was not enough room for their 
growing family to live comfortably. “This was 
hard with a family of seven, especially with 
twins, since we had two of everything,” Ferguson 
says. 

The original building had only five small 
rooms, including the kitchen. While discussing 
their reno plans over dinner, the couple noticed 
two pick-up trucks parked out front. “You could 
tell somebody was taking a video,” Ferguson says. 
“They seemed excited.” 

Henry opened the door and the Grady family 
introduced themselves. When the 10 members 
of the Grady family left that day, Ferguson and 
Henry knew what they were going to do. “We had 
to save [the house]. We really felt a connection to 
the Gradys,” she says. 

The couple hired Chris Cahill and David 
MacAulay from Cahill Construction in Souris for 
the job. Ferguson and Henry struggled with the 
decision to either tear down the building or to 
renovate it. “We knew it wasn’t going to be the 
best financial decision to keep the building, but it 
was a good decision nonetheless,” Ferguson says.  

Cahill and MacAulay helped the couple 
devise a new design for the one-and-a-half 
storey cottage. “We’re big fans of Robert 
Stern, an architect famous in the American 
Northeast for shingle-styled houses,” Ferguson 
says. The contractors built the home based 
on a lighthouse’s construction, down to the 
spiral staircase. The construction team faced 
challenges. Housing regulations restricted the 
renovation to a seasonal dwelling with only 
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RENOVATION

TOP LEFT: Sam Cutcliffe, a family friend, and Julia Henry read in the living 
room on the main floor as Dane Cutcliffe relaxes on the porch outside the 
front door. 

TOP RIGHT: The summer home’s main entrance features a custom, 
Mennonite-made red door and a rug the couple purchased on a trip to 
Nepal.

BOTTOM LEFT: This unique dining room on the main level showcases 
vintage wooden furniture, a turquoise ceiling, and panelled windows to let 
in the ocean breeze on warm summer days and evenings.

BOTTOM RIGHT: Duncan Henry snacks on a peach while Maddy, Sam, 
and Dane Cutcliffe and Joe Killion mingle around the island in the airy 
kitchen. 
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three bedrooms, and the family wanted to keep the main floor of the original 
building as intact as possible. “David managed to come up with a design that 
suited all of us,” Ferguson says. The design featured a large kitchen and dining 
space, an upper level with lots of space for the kids and their friends, and a 
new master bedroom. 

MacAulay says it was hard to create a design that preserved the original 
structure while incorporating the unique attributes she wanted, such as a 
large kitchen and a spiral staircase. “Anywhere we could save the floors, we 
left the floors,” Ferguson says. “The original trim is here, so we had a knife cut 
and made it so that this trim now continues throughout the whole house.” 

The original building had one tiny bedroom, originally a summer kitchen 
(it’s now the living room). They kept some of the walls and the bathroom on 
the lower level. The original kitchen now serves as a laundry/mud room. 

In the living room, workers added beams to the ceiling to support the 
weight of the new addition above. “The challenge was really how to use this 
very long, narrow room,” she says. “I had seen a [magazine article] that had 
a tall table that was in behind the couches to separate the sections of the 
room,” she says. 

Boyd MacKenzie of MacKenzie’s Woodwork in Eglington built a tall wooden 
table, much like Ferguson’s magazine discovery. Now one area of the living 
room focuses on the television and the other focuses on the beach view 
through the windows and the wood stove.

The floors and trim throughout in the house are painted Cloud White 
by Benjamin Moore. Keeping the finishes a consistent colour made the 
design decisions easier. “All of the products were sourced locally, except 
for the lighting,” she says. “We got a lot of stuff from Habitat for Humanity. 
Decorating down here just seemed really easy. I took more risk and it was just 
more fun.”

Ferguson replaced the home’s original door, which is now in the kitchen, 
with a thicker door that was custom-built by Ontario Mennonites. “We 
inherited the red accent because the original cottage had the red door,” she 
says. “We just went with it.”

A red and blue rug the couple picked up while hiking through the hills of 
Nepal adorns the front entryway. “While travelling through Asia, a Nepalese 
man sold it to us and we paid him $80 US and two pairs of wool socks,” she 
says. “We love the combination of colours.” 

The cottage’s original kitchen was so small that the fridge was actually in 
the living room. After the renovation the family has plenty of room with two 
metres of floor space between the counter and the island. The retro, turquoise 
kitchen appliances, from Elmira Stove Works in Ontario, all fit in the same 
room. “I wanted to keep it simple, to give that 1950s vibe,” she says.  

“Because we’re so close to the ocean, we get a lot of rust on everything 
like the fridge and lighting from the salt spray in the air,” she says. “While 
shopping, I held a magnet up to all of the light fixtures. If the magnet stuck I 
knew it would rust.”

Items Ferguson collected over the years work perfectly in the kitchen: 
an old ice crusher from a local second-hand shop, a saltine cracker box her 
mother saved from her childhood, and a significant collection of P.E.I. sea-
glass. Two more rugs from Nepal are underfoot. “These rugs are actually 
donkey saddles form Nepal,” she says. “We never had them in our other 
homes. We just brought them home and it’s like we were saving them.”

A painting of a car from the 1950s by local artist John Smithers, bought at 
Colville Bay Frame Shop in Souris, hangs in the kitchen. “I bought it as I loved 
how he painted all the chrome and managed to capture the reflection of 
items in the surrounding area,” she says. An acrylic painting by Alvin Richard 
of an old gas station and a large Coca-Cola sign came from the Fog Forest 
Gallery in Sackville, New Brunswick. 

Henry says the kitchen is the heart and soul of the house. “Our kids and 
their friends come and go, but all paths seem to lead through this area of the 
house,” he says. “It’s quite a hive of activity after dinner.” 

The Inn at Bay Fortune in Fortune, P.E.I gave the couple the idea for the 
panelled windows of the screened-in porch. The panels swing up or down, 
depending on what the weather is like. A friend gave Ferguson the antique 

TOP: The children’s bedroom on the second level of the summer home 
features bunk beds with enough space to sleep six and storage aplenty.  

OPPOSITE PAGE TOP: A spiral staircase leads to the third floor open-
concept loft that serves as an office space. The windows showcase 
views of Basin Head Beach from all directions. 

OPPOSITE PAGE BOTTOM: Another red and blue themed rug from 
Nepal lays in front of the bed in the master bedroom on the second 
level of the home. The room is decorated with mementos  
from the family’s world travels and photos of the children.  

5558 Sullivan St., Halifax, NS

(902) 453-4473

www.huedesignstudio.ca
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wooden furniture for the porch and Eastern Upholstery in Souris finished it. She salvaged the rest of 
the furniture. “Decorating was easy,” she says. “I saw an article about a place in the Florida Keys and 
they had turquoise on their ceiling. I knew I could totally do that.”

Bunk beds run along one wall in the children’s bedroom on the second floor. Each bed has its 
own light, window, and cubby. “Everybody has the best sleeps in here,” she says. A large dividing wall 
featuring hooks and drawers separates the beds from the social area. “At night in the summer, you can 
come up here and there will be 13 or 14 kids. The window seats just give you the maximum view of 
Basin Head,” she says. 

Ferguson and Henry sourced many of the doors for the new addition from a friend’s barn. 
Harbourview Training Centre, a facility for adults with mental disabilities, refinished them. “They strip 
furniture and they do a fantastic job,” she says. “We didn’t fuss too much on whether or not the doors 
matched.”

RENOVATION

“We’ve always really enjoyed being 
down here. The community as a 
whole is just so generous of heart.”
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In the bathroom across the hall, Ferguson 
added a toilet room with a sliding door. “If you 
peel off the toilet from the room, the shower and 
the sink, it almost makes you feel like you’ve got 
two bathrooms,” she says. 

She chose white paint for the walls of the 
master bedroom to “keep the focus on the outside 
of the house,” she says. “The outside just pops.”  
A sliding door from Habitat for Humanity leads to 
the ensuite. 
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An unusual piece of artwork made from pages 
of an old book hangs on the adjacent wall. “We 
visited a library in a tiny town in India where they 
were selling pages out of books,” recalls Ferguson. 
“We bought it and I had it framed.” Another 
beautiful red, blue, and beige rug from Nepal 
lies on the floor in front of the queen-sized bed. 
“This bedroom really is our home, with all of the 
pictures of our children and all that home means,” 
she says. 

khartmacneill@metroguide.ca

www.eastcoastliving.ca

@EastCoastLiving

East Coast Living Magazine

FEEDBACK

Darren MacKenzie of MacKenzie Builder 
Services built the spiral staircase leading to 
Henry’s third floor open-concept office/loft. “The 
kids hang out here too,” Ferguson says. “The 
windows wrap around the room. The idea in 
keeping the trees was to make this as unobtrusive 
for the neighbours.”

Ferguson says it was an easy build compared 
to other homes the couple has built. “We’ve built 
a few homes in Ontario and I think the reason 
why this build was so great was because of the 
professionalism of the workers.” 

She and Henry worked closely with the builder 
and local craftspeople to make the home what it is 
today. “They put their hearts and souls into it. That 
is a work ethic that is admired and I found that 
fantastic,” she says. “Our children wanted to be 
here and they’ve made fantastic friendships here. 
This house is a house that is always full of kids. It’s 
been a great community for our family.”  o
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RENOVATION

The Henry children and neighbourhood friends 
regularly play soccer in the property’s spacious 
backyard.
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pie 
Thin or thick crust, one 
cheese or four, meat or 
vegetarian—tossing a pizza 
on the barbecue takes your 
cookout to the next level 

under the open

sky

BY: VALERIE MANSOUR

PHOTOS BY: BRUCE MURRAY/VISIONFIRE
White Pizza
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EATING IN

Tyson Wachter takes pizza very seriously. As chef 
at Mother’s Pizza in Halifax, he creates and eats 
pizza every day, but never tires of it. He says it’s 
in his blood as his grandfather was a baker. “He 

had a phenomenal garden,” he says. “I grew up with fresh 
ingredients and baking.” 

Wachter, who is originally from Ontario, studied under 
a Northern Italian chef in Toronto and made pizzas in the 
tropical islands of Turks and Caicos. “Making pizza there was 
super interesting. We did a lot of slices and we used local 
ingredients such as lionfish and conch.” 

In 2013 Wachter brought his pizzas to North End Halifax 
where his imaginative menu includes classic Pepperoni, the 
Pork Shoulder, and the Kitchen Sink, a pizza topped with, 
salami, thuringer sausage, zucchini, mushrooms, onion, 
mozzarella, and Mother’s classic tomato sauce.

Wachter will happily devour all of Mother’s pizzas, but 
given the choice at the end of a long day, he prefers his 
flavourful Four Cheese Pizza (see recipe on page 47), with 
the addition of spinach and hot peppers. His bestseller is a 
delicious White Pizza without tomato sauce (see recipe on 
page 47). He adorns it with chorizo sausage, mozzarella, and 
smoked provolone cheese; a honey balsamic reduction and 
chopped walnuts make it special. He likes a thinner crust 
but says local tastes demand something closer to medium.

Wachter uses a living sourdough although he suggests 
a basic dough for the home chef (see recipe on page 46). 
Making dough is easier than many think. “With a little bit of 
practice you’ll get to know its consistency and will be able 
to make it without a recipe,” he says. Be sure the yeast and 
flour aren’t too old so that the dough rises properly. And 
forget store-bought sauces: a homemade sauce with just a 
few ingredients is always best (see recipe on page 46). 

Wachter says pizza is perfect for making at home because 
everyone has their own tastes. “People say they like this, or 
don’t like that,” he says. “I think a lot of what we like has to 
do with food memories.” 

Unlike Wachter who’s made pizza his vocation, University 
of Prince Edward Island nutrition professor Jennifer Taylor 
of Cornwall, often makes pizza for fun. “I love to cook,” she 

says. “That’s the way I show my friends and family I love 
them.” Taylor makes pizza almost every week with different 
toppings to suit the tastes of family and friends. 

“Pizzas can be really nutritious,” she says, “It’s all in what 
you put on them.” She recommends using half white and 
half whole-wheat flour and quality meats, such as local 
sausage, in small amounts. The same applies to cheese. 
High-fat cheese melts best, so just use less. Taylor grates 
her cheese over the pizza before adding everything else to 
prevent the sauce from soaking into the crust. 

Her current favourite is Caramelized Fennel, Squash, 
and Maple Sausage Pizza (visit our website for the recipe). 
“The sweet, smooth squash and the savoury sausage are 
all brought together with a pungent, nutty sage and parsley 
pesto,” she says. A rich vegetarian pizza, Roasted Red Pepper 
and Kalamata Olive, is her husband’s favourite (see recipe 
on page 46). “The naturally sweet silky peppers are a perfect 
match for the briny olives,” adds Taylor.

Pizza stones are a great way to make your pizzas at home. 
Place a layer of cornmeal on the stone first, for added crunch 
and to slide your pizza from the stone, or use parchment 
paper which is less messy. Cook your pizza quickly at 450°F 
or 500°F (232°C or 260°C). And a big wooden paddle, or peel, 
like those used in pizzerias, is a must for the true pizza 
connoisseur.

In summer Taylor tosses her pizzas on the barbecue. 
“For days that are humid and hot, it doesn’t heat up your 
house. And the barbecue gives a nice flavour.” Perhaps most 
important is the entertainment value. “It’s fun and people 
enjoy it,” says Taylor. “If I’m having a crowd I will pre-cook 
three crusts and the guests will help dress how they want it.” 
For her 89-year-old mother, that means garlic shrimp.

Wachter says pizza on the barbecue makes perfect sense 
since the physics of a barbecue are not that different than 
a pizza oven. He suggests cooking the dough lightly first 
before adding the toppings. 

“As with any cooking, the final product is only as good as 
its ingredients,” he says. “Use great ingredients and enjoy 
yourself. Happy people make good pizza.”   o

TOP RIGHT: Dough 
is in Tyson Wachter’s 
blood. The Mother’s Pizza 
owner’s grandfather was 
a baker, and Wachter 
studied pizza under a 
Northern Italian chef in 
Toronto.
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Tyson’s Tomato Sauce
A quick and traditional Italian-style tomato sauce, perfect for bringing out  
the sweet and tangy flavour of tomato. Add more fresh herbs for a kick.  
Recipe courtesy Tyson Wachter, Mother’s Pizza.

INGREDIENTS

2 cups (250 ml) canned San Marzano 
or pear tomatoes
2 Tbsp (30 ml) fresh basil, chopped
1/2 Tbsp (7.5 ml) kosher salt
pinch freshly ground pepper
1 Tbsp (15 ml) extra-virgin olive oil

DIRECTIONS

1. Strain excess liquid from 
tomatoes.

2. Combine all ingredients and 
blend lightly. Tomatoes should 
still be chunky.

3. Cover and store.

Easy Pizza Dough
The secret to great pizza dough is letting it rest long enough for the yeast to 
feed on the sugars in the flour, creating an airy and chewy crust.  
Recipe courtesy Tyson Wachter, Mother’s Pizza.

INGREDIENTS

1 package yeast (instant rise, if 
needed)
1 cup (250 ml) warm water, about 
100°F (40°C)
2 cups (500 ml) flour, plus a few 
handfuls for stretching 
2 tsp (10 ml) salt 
1 Tbsp (15 ml) extra-virgin olive oil

DIRECTIONS

1. In large bowl combine yeast 
and warm water, stir until 
dissolved.

2. Slowly stir in half of flour, 
incorporate salt and olive oil 
while dough is still soupy.

3. Once mixture is smooth and 
lump free, gradually add 
remaining flour.

4. When too thick to stir, knead 
until smooth and no longer 
sticky. Add more flour if 
necessary. 

5. Let dough rest 15 minutes.
6. Cut dough into two, form into 

round balls.
7. Lightly coat with olive oil, cover 

with bowl or plastic wrap. 
Let rise one hour until nearly 
doubled.

8. Refrigerate overnight.
9. Stretch out dough with your 

hands using sprinkled flour, 
pressing out from centre. Leave 
crust untouched for a nice airy 
border.

Roasted Red Pepper and 
Kalamata Olive Pizza
Jennifer discovered this family favourite and adapted it over the years.  
Recipe courtesy Jennifer Taylor. 

INGREDIENTS

4 large sweet red peppers 
1 Tbsp (15 ml) olive oil
salt, to taste 
1 large sweet onion or  
2–3 shallots
1 head garlic
2 cups (500 ml) Kalamata 
olives, pitted, cut in half
2 cups (500 ml) grated 
mozzarella, or other cheese
dough for 1 15-inch (38-cm) 
pizza or 2 10-inch (25-cm) 
pizzas

DIRECTIONS

1. Slice top off peppers, remove core and 
seeds. Cut into 6 to 8 chunks. Place on 
parchment-lined baking sheet, drizzle 
with olive oil. Sprinkle with salt, toss 
until coated. Roast at 400°F (204°C) for 
30–40 minutes or until tender with 
slightly blackened edge. Remove, chop 
roughly into bite-sized pieces.

2. Slice onions thinly and put in non-
stick skillet. Drizzle with olive oil, 
season with salt, cook slowly over 
low-medium heat. Toss with tongs 
occasionally. Cook until caramel colour 
and tender. Remove, cool. 

3. Separate garlic cloves but leave skins 
on. Toss with olive oil, sprinkle with 
salt. Roast at 400°F (204°C) for  
30 minutes or until very soft. Cool, 
remove skins, set aside. Or squeeze 
contents into small bowl. 

4. Heat pizza stone in oven or barbecue at 
500°F (260°C).

5. Cover pizza peel (paddle) with 
parchment paper. Spread dough on 
work surface, form circle. Transfer to 
peel, roll to desired thinness. 

6. Sprinkle layer of cheese over dough. 
Add onions or shallots. Place small 
piles of roasted peppers and olives. 
Make a checkerboard pattern or 
alternate to ensure every slice has both 
toppings. Dot roasted garlic over top. 
Drizzle with olive oil. 

7. Scoot pizza and parchment onto pizza 
stone. Close lid (or door), cook for  
8–10 minutes. When light brown and 
bubbly, remove and serve. 
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Four Cheese Pizza
Attention serious cheese lovers: you’ll find feta, smoked provolone, 
mozzarella, and Swiss below, but substitute in your favourites. Try Parmesan 
or even blue. Recipe courtesy Tyson Wachter, Mother’s Pizza.

INGREDIENTS

4 Tbsp (60 ml) fresh basil, chopped
1/4 cup (60 ml) extra-virgin olive oil
dough for 10– or 12–inch (25- or 30-cm) 
pizza
1/2 cup (125 ml) tomato sauce
small handful of each: crumbled feta, 
grated smoked provolone, mozzarella, 
Swiss cheese
1 green onion, thinly sliced

DIRECTIONS

1. Purée basil and olive oil 
together.

2. Roll out dough and spread 
tomato sauce over.

3. Add cheese.
4. Bake at 450°F (232°C) for  

7–8 minutes.
5. Broil briefly until nicely 

browned.
6. Drizzle with basil purée, 

adorn with green onion.

White Pizza
So named as there’s no tomato sauce, the addition of a honey balsamic 
vinegar reduction makes this pizza unusual. Recipe courtesy Tyson Wachter, 
Mother’s Pizza.

INGREDIENTS

For honey balsamic vinegar reduction:
1/2 cup (125 ml) balsamic vinegar
2 Tbsp (30 ml) honey

For pizza:
dough for 10- or 12-inch (25- or 30-cm) 
pizza
1/4 cup (60 ml) thinly sliced chorizo 
sausage (smoked or dry cured)
1/4 cup (60 ml) smoked provolone, 
grated
1/4 cup (60 ml) mozzarella, grated
1/4 cup (60 ml) walnuts, crushed
arugula for garnish

DIRECTIONS

1. Stir balsamic vinegar and 
honey together in small 
saucepan, place over high 
heat. 

2. Bring to boil, reduce heat to 
low, simmer until mixture 
reduces by half, about  
10 minutes. Set aside to cool.

3. Roll out dough.
4. Sprinkle sausage, cheese, 

and walnuts.
5. Bake at 450°F (232°C) for  

7–8 minutes
6. Broil briefly until nicely 

browned. 
7. Brush with honey balsamic 

reduction, top with arugula. 
Serve and enjoy!

EATING IN

Four Cheese Pizza
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Spinach Salad
This is the perfect accompaniment for any pizza, as it provides texture and 
taste contrast. Recipe courtesy Tyson Wachter, Mother’s Pizza.

INGREDIENTS

For the vinaigrette:
1/2 cup (125 ml) rice vinegar
2 Tbsp (30 ml) honey
1 clove garlic, minced
1 cup (250 ml) extra-virgin olive oil
salt, pepper, to taste

For the salad:
3 cups (750 ml) baby spinach
1/4 cup (60 ml) pickled onion
2 apples, honey crisp or royal gala, 
chopped into matchsticks or cubes
2 Tbsp (30 ml) feta cheese, crumbled
1 Tbsp (15 ml) sunflower seeds

DIRECTIONS

1. Stir vinaigrette ingredients 
together, mixing well.

2. Toss all salad ingredients 
together.

3. When ready to serve, mix salad 
with vinaigrette.

Mushroom Pizza
The secret to this pizza is roasting a combination of your favourite 
mushrooms and mixing in garlic for superb flavour. Mushrooms reduce by 
nearly half, so be generous. Recipe courtesy Tyson Wachter, Mother’s Pizza.

INGREDIENTS

2 large handfuls mixed mushrooms 
(button, cremini, oyster)
salt, pepper, to taste
2 Tbsp (30 ml) olive oil
2 cloves garlic, minced
dough for 10- or 12-inch  
(25- or 30-cm) pizza
1/2 cup (125 ml) tomato sauce
1/4 cup (60 ml) grated mozzarella 
1/4 cup (60 ml) grated Swiss cheese

DIRECTIONS

1. Roast mushrooms in oven or 
frying pan at medium heat. 
Toss with salt, pepper, and 
olive oil until most of the water 
evaporates.

2. Stir in minced garlic.
3. Roll out dough and spread 

tomato sauce over it.
4. Add mushrooms and cheese.
5. Bake at 450°F (232°C) for  

7–8 minutes.
6. Broil briefly until nicely 

browned. 

DIRECTIONS

1. Combine basil, spinach, garlic, 
and cheese in food processor.

2. Slowly add olive oil until 
mixture is smooth and well 
combined.

3. Add sunflower seeds and blend 
until coarsely chopped.

4. Store in fridge or use 
immediately by spreading over 
your pizza crust and adding 
toppings of your choice. 

Pizza Pesto 
An alternative to tomato sauce for your favourite pizza. Recipe courtesy  
Tyson Wachter, Mother’s Pizza.

INGREDIENTS

1 cup (250 ml) packed basil leaves
1 cup (250 ml) fresh spinach
2 cloves garlic, mashed
1/2 cup (125 ml) Grana Padano 
cheese, grated
2/3 cup (160 ml) extra-virgin olive oil 
1/4 cup (60 ml) toasted sunflower 
seeds 
1 tsp (5 ml) kosher or coarse sea salt 
pepper, to taste
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Looking through her stacks of cookbooks 
one day, Lori McCarthy recognized 
ingredients that she saw growing wild 
all over Newfoundland. The timing was 

perfect. She wanted to get out of the house and 
into the woods, and she was on the hunt for 
a new career since closing her personal chef’s 
business a few years prior.

Soon she was knocking on the back door of 
Raymonds restaurant, winner of several “Best 
Restaurant” awards from Wine Spectator, EnRoute, 
Diners Club, and others, with her arms full of 
cattails. The chef who came out bought them all 
and asked what else McCarthy could forage. She 
now provides wild foods to restaurants all over 
town. 

McCarthy grew up in Bauline and Pouch Cove, 
Newfoundland and Labrador, small seaside 
communities built on the fishery. 

Her best memories are of “boiling up” (a little 
break, a bit of lunch, a cuppa tea, maybe kippers 
in a can warmed on a open fire) while out with 
her mom and sisters on the berry grounds. 
Her mother and grandmother tended kitchen 
gardens, salted cod, pickled vegetables, and 
“scalded down”(boiled) and froze dandelions. Her 
grandfather walked out to the cliffs to gather gull 
eggs. 

Though her parents both worked outside of the 
home, and McCarthy herself has worked in many 
industries and run multiple small businesses, she 
still remembers and believes in the principles of 
a time when “so much of your day, your life, was 
around getting food.” 

The business she runs today, Cod Sounds, 
celebrates and educates on every aspect of local 
food culture. She runs restaurant tours, gives 
cooking courses, hosts outdoor adventure meals, 
and creates custom culinary tours. 

In summer, small groups (eight people 
maximum), come together in her house 
for hands-on lessons in making traditional 
Newfoundland foods. 

Visitors may eat fishcakes with mustard pickles 
and blueberry pudding for dessert, but will not be 
“Screeched-In” or sold a commercialized nostalgia. 
To McCarthy, cooking Newfoundland food is 
continuing a living tradition of resourcefulness. 

It’s not quaint or static. It’s sustainable and 
fresh. It’s about bringing new friends home from 
the rocky beaches and “creating an experience 
that adds to their life story,” she says.

This fusing of childhood comfort foods with 
food entrepreneurship runs through Jonathan 
Richler’s business as well. His mobile Jewish Deli 
is built around the staple of his smoked meat and 
grown into a year-round business operating out 
of seasonal markets, food shows, and as pop-ups 
within local restaurants. 

Smoking meat in St John’s is a matter of long-
term planning and quick adaptability. Sourcing 
fresh meat on the island is difficult due to limited 
abattoirs and commercial beef farming. Plus, 
winds that gust up to 100km/hr for days at a 
time make working with an outdoor smoker a 
challenge.

Richler grew up as part of a small Jewish 
community in St. John’s, but his parents were 
both from Quebec. His family foods were not the 
cod au gratin, toutons, and Jiggs dinners of his 
neighbours. 

Far from foraging the local hillsides, he 
remembers searching through his bubbie’s 
suitcases whenever she visited from 
Montreal, bringing ingredients unavailable in 
Newfoundland. Her bag once broke open at 
the airport, spilling fresh tomatoes all over the 
conveyor belt. Richler would invite the neighbours 

McCarthy’s 
mother and 
grandmother 
tended gardens, 
salted cod, pickled 
vegetables, and 
froze dandelions. 

and his schoolmates over for Passover and Rosh 
Hashanah to celebrate and share his family’s food. 
“That is how you become multi-cultural, that is 
how you learn,” he says.

After moving back home, Richler missed the 
smoked meat and delis punctuating Montreal. 
When a cousin visited from the mainland they 
decided to smoke some brisket themselves. An 
afternoon with friends and a backyard barbecue 
evolved into a small box-smoker operation and a 
series of pop-up meals: smoked meat sandwiches, 
chanterelle and smoked turkey knishes, matzo ball 
soup, pickles, and more.

He adapts his bubbie’s recipes to use as many 
local ingredients as he can source because, like 
McCarthy, Richler believes passionately in the 
long-term benefits of sustainable and local foods. 
Richler, an erstwhile policy analyst (and current 
host of nightly talk radio), knows “we need to foster 
economic and agronomic communities because it 
just makes sense if we are interested in switching 
around our food insecurity.” 

For McCarthy it means a solution to our 
province’s health problems of obesity and 
diabetes, a preservation and passing on of the 
largely unrecorded cultural knowledge of earlier 
inhabitants of the island. Her freezer is full 
of moose and other wild game and seasonal 
berries. Her daughter skins rabbits with her and 
understands where her food comes from. Like 
mother like daughter, or as McCarthy’s mother 
used to say, “the kitten comes from the cat.”  o
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Traditional Fish Cakes 
(salt cod)
Newfoundlanders and Cape Bretoners alike will recognize this simple recipe 
as a classic. Recipes courtesy of Lori McCarthy, Cod Sounds, St. John’s, N.L.

INGREDIENTS

4 cups (1L) cooked, flaked salt cod
4 cups (1L) cooked mashed potatoes
1 cup (250ml) chopped onion 
butter
1 egg, beaten
fine bread crumbs
fat for frying 

DIRECTIONS

1. Combine salt cod, mashed 
potatoes, and onion. 

2. Cooked in butter until tender, 
then add egg. Combine well. 

3. Shape into flat cakes and roll in 
bread crumbs. 

4. Pan fry in hot fat until golden 
brown.

Thai-style Fish Cakes 
(fresh fish)
An international twist on a family favourite that still pairs well with a good 
pickle.  Recipes courtesy of Lori McCarthy, Cod Sounds, St. John’s, N.L.

INGREDIENTS

1 lb (448 ml) fresh, raw cod
1 Tbsp (15 ml) red Thai curry paste
1 egg
1 tsp (5 ml) brown sugar
1 Tbsp (15 ml) cornstarch
1/4 cup (60 ml) chopped green onion
1/4 cup (60 ml) chopped cilantro
1 tsp (5 ml) fish sauce
1/2 tsp (2 ml) grated ginger
1/2 tsp (2 ml) salt

DIRECTIONS

1. Blend ingredients in food 
processor until combined.

2. Scoop from blender into hot 
pan with olive oil, 1/4 cup  
(60 ml) at a time. Slightly flatten 
into cake shape. 

3. Cook 3 minutes per side or until 
cooked through. 

4. Serve on your favourite bed of 
greens (turnip greens, spinach). 
Drizzle with olive oil or lemon 
juice.  

Mustard Pickle
INGREDIENTSDIRECTIONS

1. Steep pickling spices and salt in 1 cup hot water 
for 20 minutes. Strain spices. Reserve liquid.

2. Boil all other spices (except turmeric and curry) 
for 1 hour. 

3. Mix in mustard, flour, curry, and turmeric.  
4. Boil together until thickened. Add cabbage and 

onion.
5. Bottle into sterilized jars while piping hot.  

2 Tbsp (15 ml) pickling 
spices 
1 1/2 Tbsp (7.5 ml) salt
1 head cabbage
2 lbs (896 ml) onions
2 cups (500 ml) sugar
1 cup (250 ml) water
2 cups (500 ml) vinegar

1 Tbsp (15 ml) turmeric
1 tsp (5 ml) yellow (mild) curry 
powder
4 Tbsp flour
1 cup yellow prepared 
mustard

Missing your mustard pickles? The homemade version tastes even better. Recipes courtesy of Lori McCarthy, 
Cod Sounds, St. John’s, N.L.
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Smoked Turkey Dinner 
Knish
Many cuisines have a variation on the Jewish Knish. They can be filled with 
meat, buckwheat, or simply potatoes and onion stuffed in a crisp pastry. 
Recipe courtesy of Jonathan Richler, Jewish Deli, St. John’s, N.L.

INGREDIENTS 

For filling
2 lb (900 g) turkey breast
1 lb (450 g) russet potato
1/2 lb (225 g) turnip
1/2 lb (225 g) carrot
1/2 lb (225 g)parsnip
2 medium onions
4 Tbsp (30 ml) savoury
animal fat, butter, or 
schmaltz

For dough
3 cups (750 ml) unbleached 
flour
1 cup (250 ml) shortening 
or oil
1 cup (250 ml) ice cold 
water
salt to taste
egg wash, prepared in 
small bowl

DIRECTIONS

For filling 
1. Rub turkey with salt and pepper.
2. Peel vegetables, except the potato. 
3. Roughly dice all vegetables into 4 cm  

(1.75 inch) chunks. Toss vegetables in bowl 
with vegetable oil, salt, and pepper. 

4. Arrange vegetables around turkey on a 
baking sheet or place directly on heated 
grill.

5. Heat smoker to 500°F (260°C). If possible, 
use apple or oak wood chips. 

6. Once food is inside, increase heat to 570°F 
(290°C). Cook until turkey reaches internal 
temperature of 370°F (185°C), about  
90 minutes. 

7. Mash hot vegetables together with animal 
fat and savoury. 

8. Coarsely chop turkey.  Mix together in large 
bowl using food processor or hands. 

9. Cover with plate and chill for 4 hours. 

For dough
1. Prepare food wrap. 
2. Mix ingredients in food processor in 

short bursts. Add flour in 1/2 cup (125 ml) 
increments. 

3. When ball forms, split into small segments 
and roll each in food wrap. 

4. Refrigerate 12 hours. Freeze unused dough 
for up to 3 months. 

5. Heat oven to 350°F (175°C).
6. On floured surface, roll each dough ball 

into 15 cm-by-10 cm (6 inch-by-4 inch) 
square.

7. Build a 3-cm (1.5-inch) wall of filling along 
long side of dough. Tuck dough over the 
top and roll up slowly, tucking with each 
roll along the way.  Seal the edge with 
egg wash. You should have a pastry tube 
similar to a “pig in a blanket.” 

8. Place several rolls on baking sheet lined 
with parchment. Brush rolls with egg wash 
and sprinkle with savoury.

9. Cook for 20 minutes, rotating trays halfway 
through. Rolls are finished when top is 
golden brown, but bottom isn’t. 

10. Cool slightly on a rack before serving, 
filling will be piping hot. Serve with 
mustard or turkey gravy. 

Simple Shrimp Bisque
Recipes courtesy of Lori McCarthy, Cod Sounds, St. John’s, N.L.

INGREDIENTS

4 Tbsp (60 ml) butter
1/4 cup (60 ml) onion
1/4 cup (60 ml) celery, 
1/4 cup (60 ml) carrot
15 oz (443 ml) can diced tomatoes
1 lb (448 ml) shrimp (raw, shelled)
5 cups (1.1L) shrimp, chicken,  
or veg broth 
1/2 cup (125 ml) vermouth
1/2 cup (125 ml) cream
1/2 tsp (2 ml) salt, pepper
fresh tarragon

Note: For homemade shrimp broth, 
save shells when cleaning shrimp, 
brown in butter for 5 minutes, add 
water and bring to a boil, simmer for 
30 minutes. Strain. Discard shells.

DIRECTIONS

1. Sauté first four ingredients.
2. Add tomatoes, shrimp, broth, 

and vermouth. Bring all to a 
simmer, then blend using hand 
blender. 

3. Add cream, salt, pepper, and 
tarragon. 

Find more Newfoundland recipes on 
eastcoastLIVING.ca/NL-cooking
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Quick Blueberry Pudding
As this bakes, the sauce will sink to the bottom and the pudding will rise to 
the top. Recipes courtesy of Lori McCarthy, Cod Sounds, St. John’s, N.L.

INGREDIENTS

For pudding
2 Tbsp (30 ml) butter
1/4 cup (60 ml) sugar
1 tsp (5 ml) baking powder
1/3 tsp (1.6 ml) tsp salt
1 cup (250 ml) flour
1 cup (250 ml) blueberries
6 Tbsp (90 ml) milk

For sauce
1 cup (250 ml) brown sugar
1 tsp (5 ml) butter
Pinch salt
1 1/2 cups (375 ml) boiling water
1 tsp (5 ml) vanilla extract

DIRECTIONS

For pudding
1. Cream butter and sugar. 
2. Mix dry ingredients, and stir in 

berries. 
3. Combine all with milk. Add to 

butter-sugar mixture with milk. 
4. Pour into greased 1 1/2 or  

2 quart (2 litre) baking dish.

For sauce 
1. Combine sugar, butter, and salt. 
2. Add boiling water, stir until 

sugar dissolves and butter 
melts. 

3. Add vanilla and pour over 
batter. 

4. Bake at 400°F (204°C) for  
30–35 minutes. 

EATING IN
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People have made wine from wild fruit as far back as one can imagine, so it only makes sense that 
entrepreneurs in our provinces are looking to fermentation as a means of earning additional profit from 
the bounty already growing around us. 

Fruit wine often features the commonly grown apples, blueberries, and cranberries, but also lesser-
known fruit varieties like sea buckthorn berries, haskap berries, and rosehips. Some wild, some cultivated, these 
fruits bring their own unique characteristics.

“I’ve made wine from haskap and sea buckthorn but not cloudberry,” says fruit-wine maker and author 
Dominic Rivard of Muwin Estates Wines in New Ross, Nova Scotia. 

Rivard uses local and imported fruit in his wines. He says haskap can be excellent as a big, dry, red table wine 
and can take oak ageing. “Kind of halfway between a wild blueberry and a black currant,” he adds. As for sea 
buckthorn, he says it makes “a golden coloured wine, full bodied with an interesting almost ‘soapy’ finish.”

BY: CRAIG PINHEY

a glass
Wild fruit wines 
experience an 
Atlantic Canadian 
revival as wine 
enthusiasts expand 
their palates 

Raise
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8 MUST-TRY FRUIT WINES  
FOR SUMMER
Nova Scotia
Amelia Blackcurrant Liqueur 
Luckett Vineyards 
$27/500 ml bottle at the winery
Pure cassis aromas and flavours, with hints of 
oak. Drink it like a port or use it as a cocktail 
component.

Haskap Sparkling Wine 
Domaine de Grand Pré 
$27.50/750 ml bottle at the winery
This wine works wonderfully as an everyday, 
dry, rosé bubbly, with tart cran-cherry notes.

New Brunswick
Poire 
Verger Belliveau Orchards 
$13.29/750 ml bottle at the winery or ANBL
A medium textured white wine with fresh pear 
notes, well suited to dishes you’d pair with a 
Pinot Gris or Chardonnay.

Resurgo Sparkling Wine 
Magnetic Hill Winery
$17.95/750 ml bottle at the winery and 
selected grocery stores
This dry bubbly is a great start to any party. 
Your guests will never guess it is rhubarb.

Prince Edward Island
Wild Rose Liqueur 
Rossignol Estate Winery
$42/500 ml bottle at the winery or PEILC
A special, exotic liquor, with floral and 
marmalade notes, perfect as a sipper or to 
add an accent to cocktails.

Blackberry Mead  
Rossignol Estate Winery
$19.75/375 ml bottle at the winery or PEILC
An intense wine staring fresh local 
blackberry and honey.

Newfoundland
Bakeapple Iceberg 
Auk Island Winery
$18.53/375 ml bottle at the winery or NLC
This unique wine highlights the flavour of 
“Newfoundland Gold,” the bakeapple or 
cloudberry. It features tart, apricot/apple 
notes.

Exotique Wild Barren’s Blend Wine
Rodrigues Winery 
$15.25/750 ml bottle at the winery or NLC
Newfoundland’s first winery blends its wild 
blueberry semi-sweet wine with tart wild 
lingonberry (partridgeberry) wine to create 
this unique off-dry blend. 

Some fruit wines 
have something 
beyond the 
expected 
flavours of the 
fruit itself.
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Big Sky Ventures, a sea buckthorn farm in Chipman, New Brunswick, 
started making a wine using this orange berry in 2015. They produce 
several blends incorporating sea buckthorn juice. The Riesling blend, which 
incorporates grape juice, is yellowish and tastes sweet and very peachy.

Rossignol Estate Winery in Little Sands, Prince Edward Island has a great 
reputation for grape wines, but is also doing interesting work with fruit wines. 
Its oddest concoction is Wild Rose, a liqueur made with by soaking P.E.I.-
grown rosehips (rose bush berries) in liqueur for many hours to infuse their 
flavour. The result is complex and delicious, rare and expensive.

Rossignol is also known for its intense Blackberry Mead, a regular award 
winner at national competitions, made with local blackberries and honey.

Back in Nova Scotia, fruit-wine specialists include Luckett Vineyards in the 
Gaspereau Valley, which makes grape and other fruit wines. Luckett works 
with Muwin Estates’ Rivard on most of its non-grape wines.  

Cordelia is Luckett’s fortified wine made from blackberries, and Amelia is 
a blackcurrant liqueur that’s aged in oak. These are both tasty and perfect for 
cocktails, such as the classic Kir featuring white wine with a splash of black 
currant liqueur. Use dry sparkling wine and make a Kir Royale. 

Magnetic Hill Winery in Moncton won two medals at the 2015 All Canadian 
Wine Championships and the Atlantic Canadian Wine Awards, both for its 
dessert wines: Illusions, a rhubarb table white, and Resurgo, a dry, rhubarb-
based sparkling wine. Rhubarb wines need a lot of sugar to reach the desired 
alcohol content and body, but the result can be similar to grape wine.

Verger Belliveau Orchards in nearby Memramcook is best known for 
apple wines and cider, but makes an excellent Poire. This much-lauded pear 
wine, including a Double Gold (Best of Category) at the All Canadian Wine 
Championships, evokes Alsace Pinot Gris. 

Wine journalists use other fruit, such as green apple, dark cherry, and 
blackberry, as descriptors for the aroma and taste of grape wines, so why not 
use a famous grape and wine region to describe a pear wine?

Similarly, wines made from the lesser-known fruits like cloudberry, 
haskap, and sea buckthorn are easier to understand when compared to more 
common fruit.

Auk Island Winery on Twillingate Island, Newfoundland, makes wines 
from unique local fruit, including the popular cloudberry, known locally 
as bakeapple. This golden berry is shaped like a raspberry, but tastes like 
apricot. Auk Island’s Bakeapple Iceberg is a medium-sweet dessert wine 
made with water from the numerous icebergs that make Twillingate a tourist 
destination. 

The best fruit wines are the ones that surprise you. Like the better grape 
wines in the world, some fruit wines have something beyond the expected 
flavours of the fruit itself. Complexity is a common trait of the world’s best 
wines. 

Whether made using rosehips, sea buckthorn, or bakeapple, there should 
be something memorable and unique. The diversity of fruit provides a wine 
for everyone’s taste in Atlantic Canada. Explore our region this summer and 
find yours.  o

BOXINGROCK.CA
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Buying guide
Now that you’ve seen all the quality products and services available in Atlantic Canada, here’s a guide to help you 
access these products for your own home.

Amazing Space Interiors (p. 31)
902-407-7211
info@amazingspaceinteriors.com
www.amazingspaceinteriors.com

Amos Pewter (p. 35)
1.800-565-3369
info@amospewter.com
www.amospewter.com

Amos Wood (p. 5)
902-407-7772
agricola@amoswood.ca
www.amoswood.ca

Atlantic Fabrics (p. 6)
902-434-7220
info@atlanticfabrics.com
www.atlanticfabrics.com

Atlantic Lighting Studio (p. 18)
902-542-3431
info@atlanticlightingstudio.com
www.atlanticlightingstudio.com

Attica (p. 27)
902-423-2557
www.attica.ca

Beauti-Tone Paints – Home Hardware Stores Ltd. (p. 3)
vince.scolaro@homehardware.ca
www.beautitone.ca

Boxing Rock Brewing Co. (p. 56)
902-494-9233
info@boxingrock.ca
www.boxingrock.ca

BSH Home Appliances Ltd. (p. 7)
506-961-2572
www.bosch-home.ca
www.thermador.ca 

Caesarstone Canada (p. 2)
www.caesarstone.ca

EnCom Alternative Energy Solutions (p. 28)
902-860-0081
kelly@encomgroup.com
www.encomgroup.com

Gallery 1 Furniture (p. 15)
902-466-5552
www.gallery1furniture.com

Geddes Furniture (p. 60)
902-454-7171
geddes@geddesfurniture.com
www.geddesfurniture.com

Halifax Magazine (p. 15)
902-420-9943
halifaxmag.com

Hammock By Thornbloom (p. 9)
902-832-1824
living@hammockns.com

Hue Design Studio (p. 40)
902-453-4473
michelemuir@huedesignstudio.ca
www.huedesignstudio.ca

Jules Chamberlain – Red Door Realty (p. 41)
902-817-6007
jules@juleschamberlain.ca
www.reddoorrealty.ca

Maritime Window Film Specialists (p. 28)
902-422-6290
serge.leclair@rogers.com
www.cooltint.com

Metro Building Supplies Ltd (p. 34)
902-894-5536
buy@metropei.com
www.metropei.com

Nimbus Publishing (p. 9)
902-455-5251
customerservice@nimbus.ns.ca
www.nimbus.ca

Olympic Maximum (p. 42/43)
Olympic.com

Seapoint Harbour Isle Inc. (p. 10)
902-481-2300
info@seapointcondos.com
www.seapointcondos.com

Terra Verde (p. 26)
506-389-1898
www.terraverdehome.ca

WB Fowler Industries Inc. (p. 53)
800-290-8510
www.wbfowler.com

Valor Fireplaces (p. 59)
info@valorfireplaces.com
valorfireplaces.com/

Venmar Ventilation (p. 11)
1-800-567-3855
www.venmar.ca
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LAST LOOK

Kiln and creator

It was in a stream, not a studio, that Lee Horus Clark first 
handled clay. He remembers scooping it up from the stream 
bottom, back when he spent his days climbing trees in view 
of the world’s longest covered bridge just outside Hartland, 
New Brunswick. “I have a very distinct memory of playing 
with the clay and thinking about it, and knowing that you 
could make stuff with it,” says Clark, a ceramist who creates 
wood-fired pottery.

The source of that first artistic encounter never falls far from 
his sight. He still lives by the water, along the Saint John 
River in Queenstown, N.B. He and his wife, Yolande Clark, 
a fellow potter, built a nearly eight-metre-long Japanese 
anagama kiln in their backyard. In late May or early June, 
they load months of work into it and wait as raw clay heats to 
13,000 degrees Celsius to form a natural ash glaze.

“It is a process that never is lacking in new possibilities,” 
says Clark. “It’s practically impossible to get the exact same 
thing twice. Sometimes they break, sometimes they crack, 
and sometimes they can fall over. But also, any one of those 
happenings can turn out to be a blessing.”

Pottery wasn’t Clark’s first choice. He attended the New 
Brunswick College of Craft and Design in Fredericton for 
photography and discovered the wood-fire technique in 
textbooks and magazines. “I had a hard time wrapping my 
mind around it, but there was a quality about it that I loved, 
that I became obsessed with, and I just had to do it,” he 
says. 

When he finished school, he received a truckload of bricks 
to build his first kiln. He’s now built six for potters in the U.S. 
and Japan. “You get to learn your kiln and learn what the 
possibilities are, and then start to play with what’s going on 
in there,” he says. “It’s kind of a life-long relationship.”  

Clark’s bowls, vases, and sculptures are inspired by his young 
kids, and by the river and woods around his house. He 
often works with Yolande, and together they presented their 
“most adventurous work” at Fredericton’s Gallery 78, which 
featured 100 clay figurines, 50 sitting and 50 standing. The 
Buckland Merrifield Gallery in Saint John is also showing 
their work. 

Clark says the next frontier is returning to where it all began. 
He’s begun experimenting with natural materials, like rock, 
granite glazes, and local clay deposits. “It will open an entirely 
wider range of possibilities,” he says. “With purchased clay, 
it’s quite homogenous. You know exactly what you’re going 
to get.”

BY: EMMA SMITH

The Department of Foreign Affairs purchased this piece from 2005. It currently 
resides in Canada House in London, England.
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